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A light-initiated chemical reporter strategy for
spatiotemporal labeling of biomolecules†
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The emergence of optochemical approaches has had a diverse impact

over a broad range of biological research due to spatiotemporal

regulation. Herein, we integrate this feature into the bioorthogonal

chemical reporter strategy, which enables visible light-controlled spa-

tiotemporal labeling of cell-surface glycans, lipids, and proteins. The

metabolic precursors were first incorporated into live cells, and next the

bioorthogonal reaction converted the azide/alkyne into a photo-active

functional group, which allowed for subsequent photo-click reaction.

We demonstrated this strategy by specifically labeling sialome, mucin-

type O-glycome, phospholipids and newly-synthesized membrane pro-

teins, respectively. The sequential photoirradiation-orthogonal reporter

tagging (SPORT) should facilitate the probing of biomolecules in

complex biological systems with high spatiotemporal precision.

The past 25 years have witnessed the emergence, development
and utilization of novel chemical biology methods to probe and
manipulate biomolecules. Of note is the bioorthogonal
chemical reporter strategy.1,2 By introducing non-native func-
tionality (i.e., chemical reporter), through metabolic incorpora-
tion or protein engineering, followed by a selective covalent
chemical reaction (i.e., bioorthogonal reaction), this two-step
approach greatly expanded the scope of biomolecules analyzed
within their native environs. Proteins,3 glycans,4 lipids,5 DNA/
RNA6 and small molecule metabolites have all been fashioned
with chemical handles (e.g., azide, alkyne) in cells and animals,
and subsequently ligated with a reactive labeling probe, making
it an essential tool to perturb, perceive and profile their
biological functions.7 One challenge that has arisen for this
method is the lack of conditional control over biological func-
tions, which naturally occur in a strict spatially and temporally
regulated fashion on the cellular and organism level. To this end,
optochemical approaches using photoirradiation as a conditional
stimulus for spatiotemporal regulation of biomolecules have found
a myriad of applications for photocatalytic-activation,8,9 photo-
caging,10 photo-crosslinking11–13 and photo-switching14 of small
molecules, peptides and oligonucleotides.15,16 In addition, the
emergence of light-induced click reactions (i.e., photo-click reaction)
endowed bioorthogonal chemistry with exogenous spatiotemporal
control and the absence of an activating reagent/catalyst.17–20 By
introducing photo-controllable functional groups into metabolic
precursors through chemical synthesis, several labs were able to
exploit the metabolic synthetic pathway for non-proteinaceous
biomolecules, to metabolically incorporate photo-responsive bio-
molecules within cells.21–24 For instance, monosaccharide analogs
containing photo-crosslinkable diazirine moieties have been
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recently developed and successfully incorporated into cell-surface
glycans for the capture and identification of glycan-binding
counterparts.25,26 Other labs have developed strategies for light-
controlled metabolic labeling of sialoglycans based on photo-caged
azidosugars.27,28 However, to implement these approaches, caution
is needed in the design of photo-responsive precursors because
bulky substituents on the backbone of metabolic precursors will
greatly reduce the incorporation and expression level, or even result
in the failure of metabolic incorporation.29

Herein we present a general and versatile methodology,
namely sequential photoirradiation-orthogonal reporter tag-
ging (SPORT), to clearly differentiate it from the bioorthogonal
chemical reporter strategy (Fig. 1). In this strategy, metabolic
precursors were first incorporated into the newly-synthesized gly-
cans, proteins and lipids, and next a thermally activated bioortho-
gonal reaction converted the azide/alkyne to a photo-active
functionality, which allowed for a subsequent visible light-induced
click reaction (Fig. 1a). Of several light induced photo-click
chemistry reactions,30–32 we chose a recently reported visible
light-triggered reaction, 9,10-phenanthrenequinone (PQ) and
electron-rich vinyl ether (VE) fluorogenic [4+2] cycloaddition, as
the second step visible light-induced click reaction (Fig. 1b).33

This reaction is fast, biocompatible, inert to alkyne/azide, and
can be initiated using an LED lamp.

SPORT was first demonstrated for imaging of glycans.
By hijacking the glycan biosynthesis pathway, peracetylated

N-azidoacetylmannosamine (Ac4ManNAz), a classical chemical
reporter for sialoglycans, has been used to metabolically intro-
duce azide into cell-surface sialoglycoconjugates.34 We
hypothesized that the display level of cell-surface PQ is the
crucial determinant for the PQ–VE photo-click labeling, given
that (1) bioorthogonal reaction would yield stoichiometric
attachment of one PQ per cell-surface azide,35 and (2) different
cell lines vary in the efficiency of metabolic incorporation of
unnatural sugars.36 Because HCCC-9810 (human cholangiocar-
cinoma cell line) overexpressed sialylation, whereas A549
(human lung adenocarcinoma cell line) displayed medium
sialoglycan density on the cell membrane, we chose these two
cell types to demonstrate the feasibility of SPORT. Convention-
ally, micromolar concentrations of protected sialic acid analo-
gues are needed in order to achieve a significant level of
metabolic labeling. We treated HCCC-9810 cells with 200 mM
Ac4ManNAz for 48 h at 37 1C. The cells were then washed, and
labeled with PQ-alkyne (Fig. S1 and S2, ESI†) using BTTAA-
assisted copper(I) azide–alkyne cycloaddition (CuAAC) to con-
jugate the PQ moiety onto the cell-surface.37 The cells were then
washed, labeled with VE-biotin (Fig. S3 and S4, ESI†), irradiated
with an LED lamp, stained with Alexa Flour 488-streptavidin,
and analyzed using confocal microscopy. Robust fluorescence
was observed in the presence of metabolic precursor, VE-biotin
and light (Fig. 2a, first row), whereas weak fluorescence was
observed when illumination is absent (Fig. 2a, second row). The
background signal could presumably be due to the increased
hydrophobic interaction between the cell-surface and Alexa
Flour 488-streptavidin when PQ was coated. Though we also
observed a photo-triggered side reaction between the biotin
moiety and PQ by HPLC, only minimal fluorescence labeling
was observed if the unnatural sugar, and/or illumination were
omitted from the reaction conditions (Fig. 2a, third and fourth
rows and Fig. S5, S6, ESI†). We also confirmed that similar
labeling results can be achieved in A549 cells (Fig. S7, ESI†).
Thus, all reagents and visible light are necessary and sufficient
for SPORT to occur in sialoglycan-containing live cells.

Subsequently, in order to investigate whether the PQ–VE
reaction in SPORT indeed occurred at the glycoprotein level, we
incubated the Ac4ManNAz-treated cell lysates with PQ-alkyne
for a CuAAC ligation, conjugated VE-biotin under illumination,
and characterized the SDS-PAGE resolved samples. As expected,
more significant labeling of sialylated proteins was observed in
the SPORT group than in the control group, albeit with a visible
background signal in the LED (�) group (Fig. 2b). Faint bands
were observed on the Western blot at B55 kDa and B65 kDa
for the VE-biotin (�) group, presumably due to innate biotiny-
lation on certain proteins. Densitometric analysis indicated
about 50% signal intensity on the blot for the LED (�) group
compared to the LED (+) group when VE-biotin was added
(Fig. 2c), implying the existence of a light-independent side
reaction (Fig. S5, ESI†), yet with proper controls the photo-click
signal is distinguishable. Similar results were obtained with
A549 cells (Fig. S8, ESI†).

We then quantified the total labeling efficiency of SPORT
using flow cytometry (FACS). We first optimized the exposure

Fig. 1 (a) Schematic diagram of the sequential photoirradiation-orthogonal
reporter tagging (SPORT). Metabolic precursors were first incorporated into
cells, and a consecutive bioorthogonal reaction in tandem with visible light-
induced click reaction allows for spatiotemporal control over newly-
synthesized proteins, glycans, and lipids. (b) Metabolic precursors and
photo-click reaction used in this study. Peracetylated N-azidoacetyl-
mannosamine (Ac4ManNAz), peracetylated N-azidoacetylgalacto-
samine (Ac4GalNAz), 1,6-di-O-propioylated GalNAz (1,6-Pr2GalNAz),
propargylcholine (Alk-Cho), azidohomoalanine (Aha), vinyl ether (VE), 9,10-
phenanthrenequinone (PQ), phenanthrodioxine (PDO).
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time of SPORT using Ac4ManNAz-treated HCCC-9810 cells as
the study case. Ac4ManNAz-treated HCCC-9810 cells were
ligated with PQ-alkyne, reacted with VE-biotin upon photo-
irradiation for various reaction times, and analyzed using flow
cytometry (FACS). Previous study indicated a time-dependent
manner for the PQ–VE photocycloaddition spanning from 0 to
30 min in protein modification.33 Surprisingly, we observed a
linear increase to saturation (0–5 min), and a drastic decrease
afterwards (7–9 min) when the reaction occurred on the cellular
surface (Fig. S9, ESI†). Therefore, we chose 5 min as the
optimized irradiation time and therefore used this time
throughout the experiment in vitro. HCCC-9810 cells displayed
about 8- to 36-fold higher labeling than control groups (Fig. 2d).
Similar fluorescence intensity contrast was observed in A549
cells (Fig. S10, ESI†). We further confirmed that the SPORT
labeling in the LED(�) group resulted in minimal or low levels

of fluorescent labeling, presumably through the light-
independent side reaction, in a cell-type dependent manner.
The SPORT labeling efficiency was calculated by comparing the
mean fluorescence intensity between cells treated with and
without LED light for photoillumination (Fig. S11, ESI†). More
importantly, they all showed adequate contrast, and the effect
from cell-surface sialic acid expression, photoirradiation,
photo-click efficiency and its mechanism-of-action may be an
integrated result of SPORT efficiency. Together, these results
prove the success of SPORT for installing photo-reactive probes,
implying the possibility of visualizing sialoglycans with light-
triggered spatiotemporal control.

Given the availability of a variety of azide-containing mono-
saccharide analogues,38 the SPORT methodology can be readily
applied to visualize other types of glycosylation processes.
Identification of mucin-type O-linked glycosylation and O-
GlcNAcylation has been realized using azido-containing
N-acetylgalactosamine (GalNAc) and N-acetylglucosamine
(GlcNAc) derivatives.39,40 The metabolic crosstalk between
O-GlcNAcylation and the GalNAc salvage pathway enables the
labeling of O-GlcNAc substrates with azidosugars when N-
azidoacetylgalactosamine (GalNAz) is introduced.41 Recent
reports also discovered and deciphered an artificial protein
S-glyco-modification side reaction when peracetylated mono-
saccharide precursors were used.42–44 As additional showcases
of SPORT imaging of glycans using azidosugars, we selected
peracetylated GalNAz (Ac4GalNAz)39 and 1,6-di-O-propioylated
GalNAz (1,6-Pr2GalNAz)42 as azidosugar reporters. Confocal
fluorescence microscopy, flow cytometric analysis, and an
anti-biotin western blot were conducted according to the
above-mentioned SPORT procedures on both HCCC-9810 and
A549 cells, respectively (Fig. 3 and Fig. S12–S14, ESI†). Notably,
the confocal imaging and FACS results may only reflect the
mucin-type O-linked glycosylation level, while Western blot
analysis should additionally include the expression level on
O-GlcNAcylation because labeling of cytosolic and nucleic O-
GlcNAcylated proteins requires fixation and permeabilization
for the SPORT reagents to pass through the cell membrane.45 In
agreement with our hypothesis, both Ac4GalNAz and 1,6-
Pr2GalNAz are compatible with SPORT, as quantified via flow
cytometric analysis (Fig. S15 and S16, ESI†). Interestingly, the
fluorescent signal of Ac4GalNAz appears to be 30% higher than
that of 1,6-Pr2GalNAz under the same flow cytometric condi-
tions, probably reflecting the differences in azide expression
level generated from additional S-glyco-modification (Fig. S17,
ESI†).

Aiming to demonstrate the broad applicability, we next
sought to extend SPORT to other classes of biomolecules. To
visualize lipids, we used alkynylated propargylcholine (Alk-
Cho), which is metabolically incorporated into the cell
membrane in lieu of phosphatidylcholine.46 Cells were treated
with 500 mM propargylcholine for 12 h, washed, and labeled
with PQ-azide (Fig. S18 and S19, ESI†) and VE-biotin to form
phenanthrodioxine (PDO) upon illumination (Fig. 4a and
Fig. S20, S21, ESI†). Confocal imaging and FACS analysis on
both A549 and HCCC-9810 cells qualitatively and quantitatively

Fig. 2 SPORT visualization and characterization of cell-surface sialogly-
cans in live cells. (a) Confocal fluorescence microscopy images of HCCC-
9810 cells treated with 200 mM Ac4ManNAz. The treated cells were reacted
with PQ-alkyne and VE-biotin under visible light, and stained with Alexa
Fluor 488-streptavidin (green signal). The nuclei were stained with
Hoechst 33342 (blue signal). Scale bar: 50 mm. (b) Immunoblot analysis
of species from HCCC-9810 cells metabolically labeled with Ac4ManNAz.
The cells were lysed, reacted with PQ-alkyne, precipitated and redissolved
in lysis buffer to eliminate excess reactants, reacted with or without VE-
biotin and/or light, resolved using standard SDS-PAGE, and detected via
HRP conjugated anti-biotin. Equal protein loading was confirmed using
Coomassie blue staining. (c) Semi-quantitative analysis of sialoprotein
bands in (b). (d) Quantitative analysis of cell-surface sialome of HCCC-
9810 cells by flow cytometry. The cells were treated with or without
200 mM Ac4ManNAz, incubated with 50 mM PQ-alkyne, followed by
reaction under illumination with VE-biotin for 5 min, and stained with
Alexa Fluor 488-streptavidin conjugate. Error bars represent the standard
deviation from three replicate experiments.
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exhibited that cell-surface alkynyl handles can be detected and
visualized via the click converter and subsequent photo-click
reaction. We also treated A549 cells and HCCC-9810 cells with
azidohomoalanine (Aha), an azide-containing non-canonical
amino acid serving as a surrogate for methionine.47 Newly-
synthesized proteins can also be monitored and analyzed in a
light-dependent manner (Fig. 4c and d). We also quantifiably
compared the SPORT labeling efficiency among various meta-
bolite precursors in the same cell based on their flow cytometry
data (Fig. S17 and S22, ESI†). On these grounds, we concluded
that the versatile SPORT platform is compatible with a myriad
of metabolic precursors.

Finally, we explored the feasibility of spatiotemporal label-
ing over biomolecules using SPORT. To exemplify, HCCC-9810
cells were cultured on a glass slide and fed with either Ac4Man-
NAz, Alk-Cho, or Aha. A pinhole (2 mm in diameter) was set for
a selected circular region prior to LED irradiation for SPORT
reaction. We found that 5 min of illumination bestowed
optimized signal contrast upon SPORT labeling, in accordance
with the flow cytometry results (Fig. 5a and Fig. S9, S23, ESI†),
further proving that light irradiation is indeed needed for
SPORT to occur. We then pursued the possibility of lipid
labeling with single-cell spatial resolution. Obviously, SPORT
can discriminate the illumination region; only the cellular
region within the photo-illumination spotlight was robustly

labeled, although background fluorescence can be also
observed for cells outside the irradiation zone (Fig. 5b and
Fig. S24, S25, Video S1, ESI†). Next, we performed pulse-chase
experiments using SPORT to probe the turn-over dynamics of
newly-synthesized cell-surface sialome under different condi-
tions. The antibiotic tunicamycin blocks the transfer of GlcNAc-
1-P from UDP-GlcNAc to dolichol phosphate, thereby blocking
the synthesis of N-linked oligosaccharide chains on
glycoproteins.48 Sialic acid (Neu5Ac) is biosynthesized from
UDP-GlcNAc, converted to precursor N-acetylmannosamine
(ManNAc) via UDP-GlcNAc 2-epimerase, and then converted
to cytidine-5 0-monophosphate Neu5Ac (CMP-Neu5Ac), the
nucleotide sugar donor used by sialyltransferases for transfer-
ring Neu5Ac onto sialoglycans. HCCC-9810 cells were treated
with Ac4ManNAz for 48 h, and then the culture medium was
replaced with fresh medium, or medium containing tunicamy-
cin. The cells were chased for 0–48 h, followed by flow cyto-
metric analysis (Fig. 5c). Remarkably, addition of tunicamycin
exhibited a significant increase at 6 h, indicating an accelerated
sialylation from cytidine-50-monophosphate Neu5Az (CMP-
Neu5Az, the unnatural counterpart for CMP-Neu5Ac) to cell-
surface sialoglycans (Fig. 5c). These results suggest that the
dynamics of sialoglycan biosynthesis may be regulated in a
spatiotemporally controlled manner, and that the turn-over rate
of sialoglycans is regulated by tunicamycin. These results,

Fig. 3 SPORT visualization and characterization of cell-surface O-glycome in live cells. Confocal fluorescence microscopy images of HCCC-9810 cells
treated with 200 mM (a) Ac4GalNAz or (e) 1,6-Pr2GalNAz. The treated cells were reacted with PQ-alkyne and VE-biotin under visible light, and stained with
Alexa Fluor 488-streptavidin (green signal). The nuclei were stained with Hoechst 33342 (blue signal). Scale bar: 50 mm. Immunoblot analysis of species
from HCCC-9810 cells metabolically labeled with (b) Ac4GalNAz or (f) 1,6-Pr2GalNAz. The cells were lysed, reacted with PQ-alkyne, precipitated and
redissolved in lysis buffer to eliminate excess reactants, reacted with or without VE-biotin and/or light, resolved using standard SDS-PAGE, and detected
via HRP conjugated anti-biotin. Equal protein loading was confirmed using Coomassie blue staining. (c and g) Semi-quantitative analysis of the protein
bands in (b and f). Quantitative analysis of cell-surface O-glycans of HCCC-9810 cells by flow cytometry. The cells were treated with 200 mM
(d) Ac4GalNAz or (h) 1,6-Pr2GalNAz, incubated with 50 mM PQ-alkyne, followed by reaction under illumination with VE-biotin for 5 min, and stained with
Alexa Fluor 488-streptavidin conjugate. Error bars represent the standard deviation from three replicate experiments.
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collectively, proved that SPORT can label cellular components
with temporal and spatial resolution in physiological
environments.

Conclusions

In summary, we developed a general methodology for spatio-
temporal labeling of biomolecules in live cells. Light-activated
functionalities can be facilely introduced into metabolic pre-
cursors via a classical bioorthogonal chemical reporter strategy,
allowing for the fast, specific, and catalyst-free photocycloaddi-
tion reaction under LED light. Our method employs transcen-
dent small molecule precursors, which can minimize the
perturbation while maximizing the display density on the cell
surface. This proof-of-concept work revealed undesired back-
ground noise when SPORT was executed, somewhat hampering
the application of SPORT. However, the availability of various
bioorthogonal chemistry and visible-light photo-click chemistry
reactions with better kinetics (e.g., TCO-tetrazine reaction)49

should address this hiccup, thus optimizing the overall labeling
efficiency.

Ideally, appending either VE or PQ functionalities onto the
metabolic precursor could directly incorporate photo-active meta-
bolic precursors into cellular components. So far, only limited

photo-clickable monosaccharide chemical reporters with intricate
design on the N-acetyl position have been proven to tolerate the
sialic acid biosynthetic pathway, and ultimately be incorporated into
sialoglycans with high efficiency.50,51 Indeed, our trial experiment
using peracetylated N-vinyl ether mannosamine (Ac4ManNVE) and
9-phenanthrenequinone-sialic acid (9PQ-Neu5Ac) as the sialic acid
derivative were unsuccessful (Fig. S26–S28, ESI†). We attributed the
failure of incorporation to the acid-sensitivity of the VE moiety
during the glycan biosynthetic processes,52 and the limited expres-
sion level of 9PQ-Neu5Ac by steric hinderance.29 SPORT can cir-
cumvent the ‘‘one functionality, one design’’ dilemma in the design
of metabolic precursors, and greatly expand the chemical toolbox to
perform, compare, and apply versatile choices of photo-induced
reactions onto cellular components at different cells for temporal
and spatial control of specific biomolecules, and thus to regulate
their corresponding function.

Fig. 4 SPORT visualization of newly-synthesized phosphatidylcholine
and proteins in live cells. Confocal fluorescence microscopy images of
HCCC-9810 cells treated with (a) 500 mM Alk-Cho or (c) 1 mM Aha. The
treated cells were reacted with PQ-alkyne and VE-biotin under visible
light, and stained with Alexa Fluor 488-streptavidin (green signal). The
nuclei were stained with Hoechst 33342 (blue signal). Scale bar: 50 mm.
Quantitative analysis of newly-synthesized phosphatidylcholine and pro-
teins of HCCC-9810 cells by flow cytometry. The cells were treated with
(b) 500 mM Alk-Cho or (d) 1 mM Aha, incubated with 50 mM PQ-alkyne,
followed by reaction under illumination with VE-biotin for 5 min, and
stained with Alexa Fluor 488-streptavidin conjugate. Error bars represent
the standard deviation from three replicate experiments.

Fig. 5 SPORT enables spatial and temporal labeling of live cells by visible
light irradiation. (a) Confocal fluorescence microscopy images of HCCC-
9810 cells labeled in a selected region. The cells were treated with 500 mM
Alk-Cho (first row) or 1 mM Aha (second row) for 24 h. The treated cells
were reacted with PQ-alkyne and VE-biotin, and a pinhole (2 mm in
diameter, indicated by the white dashed circle) was set to achieve regional
LED irradiation for the PQ–VE photo-reaction. The cells were then stained
with Alexa Fluor 488-streptavidin (red signal), and subjected to imaging
using confocal fluorescence microscopy. The nuclei were stained with
Hoechst 33342 (blue signal). Scale bar: 500 mm. (b) Brightfield and con-
focal fluorescence microscopy images showing regional labeling of a
single HCCC-9810 cell. Cells were treated with 500 mM Alk-Cho for
24 h, reacted with PQ-alkyne and VE-biotin, and the cell of interest
(indicated by the white dashed circle) was irradiated with a LED module
(wavelength: 385 nm, 430 nm, 475 nm) for 5 min. The cells were then
stained with Alexa Fluor PE-streptavidin (red signal), and subjected to
confocal fluorescence microscopy imaging. The nuclei were stained with
Hoechst 33342 (blue signal). Scale bar: 15 mm. (c) Analysis of turn-over
dynamics of cell-surface sialoglycans. The cells were incubated with
200 mM Ac4ManNAz for 48 h, then cultured in fresh RPMI-1640 or
RPMI-1640 containing 1 mM tunicamycin, cultured for various durations
of time ranging from 0 to 48 h, followed by SPORT and analyzed by flow
cytometry. MFI, mean fluorescence intensity, was normalized to cells with
0 h incubation time. Error bars represent mean � SD. Results are from
three independent experiments.
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On the other hand, versatile bioorthogonal functional
groups (e.g., azide, alkyne, tetrazine) allow for simultaneous,
orthogonal introduction of various photo-active moieties onto
multiple biomolecules. A simultaneous, spatiotemporal visua-
lization of multiple biomolecules via different photocycloaddi-
tion reactions that are regulated with different wavelengths for
conditional photo-click reaction is currently being pursued in
our laboratory.
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